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Sherry Hess, the Living Flavor™ advocate and founder of The Flavor Remedy, is here to stand up for flavor, to shine a
light on the imposters who pretend to be nutritious, and to educate you about why it’s important to pay attention to the five
flavors your sense of taste was born to experience: salty, sweet, sour, bitter, and umami. 

Sherry believes that flavor is not only something to be embraced and enjoyed, but it should be given deep reverence
when it comes to understanding foods that are good for you. Sherry dives deep into this conversation with her community
to help them understand why it is important to pay attention to the flavors they experience and why it is essential to
always choose flavors that have nutrition to back them up. 
 

MEET SHERRY

HOW TO TRUST YOUR SENSE OF

TASTE AS A NUTRITIONAL GUIDE

VARY YOUR FLAVORS & ENHANCE

YOUR  NUTRITION

CRAVINGS!! CAN FLAVOR BE YOUR

ALLY?

A BITTER PILL TO SWALLOW:

EMBRACING BENEFICIAL FLAVORS

FLAVORS AND OUR BIOLOGICAL

SYSTEMS: WHAT FLAVORS SUPPORT

YOUR BODY BEST?

FLAVOR AND FOOD GRIEF: 

HOW TO EMBRACE THE LOSS OF

YOUR FAVORITE FOODS

EMBRACE THE SWEETNESS IN LIFE -

GUILT FREE!

How can we trust our sense of taste to make healthy choices?

How can we use flavor as a nutritional guide? 

How can we learn to trust our cravings?

What are the flavors we experience and why do they matter?

How can we make healthy eating more flavorful?

How can we distinguish between flavors that are beneficial and
those that are not?

Extraordinary Women Radio Podcast with Kami Guildner

TEDx Breckenridge (October 2021)

Own Your Genius with Kami Guildner

Dawn McGee, Nutrition Coach

The Kitchen Wizard with Mari Suzuki

We are Thrivers with Jeannette St George McMahan

FEATURED L IVE ON

SAMPLE QUESTIONS
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